
Vision of Xi Jinping 1-21-23@10:04AM (Shared 1-31-24) 

I'm seeing, I'm seeing Chinese silk lanterns red with gold Chinese writing. Now they are paper. They're 

being lifted into the air. There's fire inside them. They rise to the sky, many of them. The writing is large 

gold and not small in size on the lanterns. 

 I see Xi Jinping. I see confetti falling from the sky. He's in a dark suit, white shirt, medium blue tie. I see 

golden dragons. The serpent's body ones with the head similar to the dragon's head drawn in tales of 

Knights except it has a long thin moustache. It's a grand celebration. 

Xi Jinping I see it's in a black vehicle, an open top vehicle. It's a clear but somber day. I now see him 

sitting in a seat of honor looking on at a display of soldiers moving in perfect timing, perfect unison. It is 

a massive army of people. Xi Jinping is pleased at his soldiers. It's the Chinese New Year celebration. 

Now I'm in a large room filled with grey computers. From where I'm standing in front of some control 

panels is a set of very large wide windows. They're tall in height. I see out below what looks like 

airplanes, more like fast jets. 

There’re people bustling about. I see pilots in pilot gear…. uniforms walking with helmets in hand toward 

designated jets. Some jets I see have steps…. ladders being moved away. These already have pilots inside 

them. I see jets being fueled up. There are many of them in this hangar I'm looking out over upon. But I 

feel it's just one among many. 

Now I'm seeing a port yard…. Shipyard, a place of massive ships and boats. There's much activity aboard 

them. I see Chinese military uniformed people carrying large bags which I feel are personal items such as 

clothes being brought on board, one bag per each soldier. They're not in white like our Navy officers but 

green. 

“When is this happening Jesus? Is it during the New Year Celebration for China, or is it 2 separate 

events?” No answer came. 

I see, I see Xi Jinping has received a call. Whether it is his personal phone or another I do not know. He's 

listening, he is smiling, he speaks something in Chinese I can't understand. But immediately I see the jet 

hanger and the ship's ports. They're starting the jets, and the boats are pulling out to sea. 

“Jesus, Jesus is Taiwan being openly invaded on the Chinese New Year? No longer in the secret of the 

shadows?” 

“The day, the time has arrived O’ beloved daughter of Mine. I told you smokescreens are being removed, 

but also that Taiwan was a sign for you that it is the time of war against your nation. You have warned 

people, including those you love. I shall always keep My word and promise to you. That which you have 

spoken in My Name shall come to pass for I am a God that will not or cannot lie. It starts in full and not in 

part for real My love, for all to see out from under the smokescreen of lies and deception.” 

“Thank you, Jesus, thank you.” 
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